September 17, 1951

Dr. Albert B. Sabin
Children's Hospital
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio

Dear Doctor Sabin:

You may recall, in discussing the problem of complement fixation with poliomyelitis at Hershey, Pa., that you offered me some serum specimens from cases identified as Lansing infections. If you are still able to supply some of this material to us, we are now in a position to use it. We are now able to prepare complement fixing antigens with Lansing virus, with consistent results, and we are anxious to try this with as many human serums as possible.

We are aware of the relative scarcity of clinically identified Lansing infections in humans, and for this reason we are soliciting such materials from you. We hope that you will be able to assist us in this matter.

With cordial regards,

Sincerely,

[Signature]

MORRIS POLLARD
Director
Virus Research Laboratory
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